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Hey Super People Departments!

Let’s talk about great power. You all have the unique ability to track the

use of every surgical instrument in your hospital. Transitioning from

manual to electronic tracking can be daunting. Before you jump in,

prepare for the great responsibility. Make sure you and your team are on

the same page prior to making big changes. Make a list of best practices.

Find out the specific needs of your SPD. Develop an inner circle to make

changes to count sheets and products. Keep your inner circle small and in

good communication. You will help ensure that your team can work

cohesively in the face of changing management or evolving catalog

number formats for your favorite vendors. 

Now you need a sidekick. Aside from the obvious traits that make an

excellent sidekick like dependability or loyalty, your electronic surgical

instrument tracking system is going to need a few extra abilities. Look for

a system that maintains all product catalog information in one place.

Your instruments will bounce around your hospital; your data should not.

The ideal software will also allow you to maintain two names for one

product, one for your team and one for the OR. This allows your hospital

additional flexibility without compromising the cleanliness of your data.

Again, the goal is to maintain products in one place, so being able to use

multiple names per product is crucial. Find out how you would be able to

clean your system’s data from time to time. Even superheroes make

mistakes! Sometimes superheroes make choices at one time that don’t

make sense till the end of time. Management turnover, any organizational

restructuring, and errors can all result in the need to edit existing

tracking data. The ability to clean up data can give you a reset button.

Lastly, the perfect system will have built-in checks and balances during

container assembly. Any red flags, warnings, or alerts will improve the

accountability of your team and the integrity of your data in your data-to-

day sterilization battles. 

Knowing your powers and sidekick in toe, it’s time to PPE suit up and

prepare for the ultimate fight against Dirty Data. 

Stay tuned for your next mission. 

-Madi and Amy
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Beyond Clean Instrument Data Experts:

Have more instrument data questions? Contact Amy at: amy.wooldridge@censis.com

mailto:amy.wooldridge@censis.com


Madeline Wooldridge is a Business Analyst for Censis

Technologies, Inc. Based in Tennessee, Censis is the industry

leader in surgical instrument management systems and offers

advanced, web-based software systems. She specializes in

serving clients’ Data Optimization needs. Originally intending

to attend medical school, she earned her Bachelor of Science in

Psychology with a pre-medicine focus, while her professional

workload consisted of customer service management and

optimizing surgical instrument tracking data. Madeline joined

the Censis Data Team full time more recently to help clients

reach their maximum potential for data integrity. She is

passionate about teaching, idea-to-process execution, and

alternative problem solving. Madeline works alongside Amy

Wooldridge, who earned her Bachelor of Science in

Management Information Systems. Amy was a trailblazer for

systems engineering and process improvement at EDS and

managed several accounts at Apple prior to joining Censis

Technologies. With increased productivity and accountability

in mind, she created the Data Optimization service for Censis

clients. She is passionate about research and data analysis. For

the last few years, the mother-daughter duo has used their

super power to provide hospitals with accurate and efficient

instrument data together.
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